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Social Common Good6
6.1 Social Caring and Technology Education     6.2 Cultivation of Sustainability Thinking and Environmental Care

Material 
Topics of 

This Chapter

Social Engagement and Technology Care
(Voluntary Disclosure)

Sustainability and Environmental Education
Ecological Conservation (Voluntary Response)

Management 
Approach

Combine the core competency of GIGABYTE to expand social participation and corporate influences on reducing 
the digital gap, innovating and cultivating talents, and caring for the disadvantaged.

Shape the awareness of sustainable development and environmental protection and strengthen citizens' 
environmental literacy to achieve the vision of overall sustainability.

Policy and 
Action

▪ The GIGABYTE Education Foundation is founded to be responsible for coordinating social participation and 
technology education projects.

▪ Serve as the general convener of the Lifelong Learning Promotion Alliance, and cooperate with NPO partners 
to carry out courses and workshops to strengthen capability.

▪ Jointly launch courses with various departments in the Company to design new courses that promote the idea 
of circular resources.

▪ Promote internal seminars, educational articles, and plastic reduction activities.

▪ Found a corporate volunteering club, GIGABYTE Go Green Club, and executed the "Thousand Mile Trek – 
Go Green Taiwan", a  round-island clean-up plan.

▪ Adopt forest land and recruit the value chain partners to engage in reforestation and ecological rehabilitation.

▪ Establish G-HOME GIGABYTE Sustainable Eco-roof as an urban green island, and most of the plants grown 
at the roof are endemic and native species. The Roof was certified as an Environmental Education Facility 
and Field, and 2 courses were opened to the public. 

▪ Continue to root climate and sustainability education in communities and schools. 

Vision and 
Goal

▪ Continue hosting a variety of digital inclusion courses to disseminate technology knowledge.

▪ Embed technology education in rural areas and provide hardware where necessary to bridge the gap of 
digital resources.

▪ Promote technology courses such as 5G, circular economy based on the spirit "Mottainai", and face 
recognition.

▪ Provide the elementary schools around the Headquarters with technical supports to build a smart campus.

▪ Continue to promote the G-HOME environmental education courses and enlarge its influences.

▪ Retain the climate literacy educational programs to cultivate climate talents for Taiwan.

▪ Introduce the surrounding ecology to the employees, and practice environmental conservation through tree-
planting and waste clean-up activities.

2021 Major 
Achievement

[ ● ]  The G-Design Competition was held for 19 consecutive years. More than a thousand students from the 
design field came together to develop ideas that take both caring and practicality into consideration.     

[ ● ] Donated computer equipment to groups in need. A total of 183 computers were donated in 2021 and 434 
computers have been donated to date.

[ ● ] Assisted schools in Xindian District where our Headquarters is located with setting up campus security 
systems and high-tech library system.

[ ● ] A total of 89,399 trees have been planted by GIGABYTE as of 2021. More forestation efforts will be made 
in the future.     

[ ● ] "Thousand Mile Trek - Go Green Taiwan" program picked up 2,885.63 kg of waste in 2021.     

[ ● ] Only 1 session of environmental education was conducted with 18 participants due to the pandemic in 
2021.

[ ● ] The Green Cli-Mate FUN! teaching plan was not implemented on campus due to the pandemic in 2021.
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6.1 Social Caring and Technology Education
"Upgrade Your Life" is the corporate purpose of GIGABYTE, and also the core vision of our commitment to social welfare - promoting science education with core capabilities while paying attention 
to humanistic development and sponsoring cultural or educational activities that benefit society.  

In terms of science and technology education, in addition to the long-term product design contest and digital competence workshops, GIGABYTE also co-organizes a cross-disciplinary 
Transaction Award with the government and industry to actively cultivate slashies for the industry. Hardware resources are also provided to rural regions and disadvantaged group where 
appropriate. At the same time, GIGABYTE fully sponsors art and cultural activities and brings art into the community and the Company to cultivate humanistic literacy for the whole generation.

◆ Annual Performance and Initiatives in Social Philanthropy

Scholarships to Students Whose 
Family Experience Unexpected 

Events

Annual Donation NTD1,824,000

The GIGABYTE Education Foundation launches the year-end donation campaign at the end of each year to raise donations 
from GIGABYTE's employees and their families, children, and partners of GIGABYTE. The targets of donation are as follows:
(1) Providing scholarships to students who experience unexpected events in their families.
(2) Donating to the Children's Hearing Foundation to give early treatment for hearing impaired children from disadvantaged 

families.
(3) Donating to long-term care households and single-parent families.

The accumulated donation over the years was NTD25,680,000.

Double Caring Blood Donation

724 Donations during the Year

GIGABYTE has been recruiting blood donors in Taiwan since 2003. We have been recognized as an "Outstanding Blood 
Donation Organization" for 6 consecutive years. We offer food, beverage, rice and other supplies to replenish the energy of 
donating employees. The blood donation activities not only warm the heart but also warm the participants' stomachs.

The accumulative number of participants was 10,203 who have donated 3,839,000 c.c. of blood over the years.

Direct Purchase of Agricultural 
Products

Annual Group Purchase 
NTD4,800,000

GIGABYTE has been promoting the group purchase of direct selling agricultural products since 2002. GIGABYTE supports 
domestic agricultural products through purchasing directly from farmers, quick harvest during typhoon season, and when  
oversupply that may make prices plunge occurs. In this way, not only our staff can buy cheaper, safer, and fresher fruits and 
vegetables, we have also seen farmers' life improved and the value of agricultural products increased.

The cumulative group purchase over the years was NTD 29.242 million.

Spring Festival Red Envelops for 
Ragpickers

Sent out 391 Spring Festival
Red Envelops

Since 2015, the GIGABYTE Education Foundation has passed on care and blessings to the people cleaning and collecting 
scraps, including elderly people living alone and physically handicapped people with limited mobility, etc. We believe that 
society will be warmer and more beautiful if everyone contributes a little love and action. 

The accumulative number of red envelopes sent out over the years was 2,674.

Donation of Hardware

Donated 82 Notebooks,
100 PCs and 1 Server

GIGABYTE formed an alliance with other companies in 2015 to help rural areas, disadvantaged groups or organizations with 
related requirements obtain hardware and resources. The following hardware were donated by GIGABYTE in 2021:
▪	50 notebook computers for elementary and junior high schools in Zhunan Township, Miaoli County, to help students 

connect to the digital world early and help disadvantaged students with their studies.
▪	1 server, 100 PCs and 10 notebooks for the Liver Disease Prevention & Treatment Research Foundation to meet the 

hardware requirements of the Good Liver Clinic specializing in the treatment and prevention of liver disease.
▪	22 refurbished notebooks in partnership with Bestyield International for Wenshan Second Precinct, Chiayi County Digital 

Learning Center, and Good Shepherd Foundation.

The accumulative number of computer products donated over years was 434.

Besides donations of money and in 
kind, active participation in charitable 
events and giving back to society 
is already a part of the culture at 
GIGABYTE. In 2021, for example, 
we booked a private screening of 
the ecological documentary Enigma: 
The Chinese Crested Tern. Our 
support of a film with tremendous 
eco-conservation value helped 
GIGABYTE employees learn more 
about the society and environment 
and in turn, learn how to cherish 
and promote the harmonious 
coexistence of humanity and nature.
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Cultivate Technological Talents and Implement Digital Inclusion
As a technology hardware manufacturer at the forefront of technology and innovation, GIGABYTE firmly believes that everyone should have the opportunity and ability to experience the 
convenience and progress brought by technology. Therefore, the GIGABYTE Education Foundation has continuously promoted science and technology education in multiple forms since 2010, 
just like building a wonderful science and technology city in which people of different genders, age groups, education levels, and other backgrounds can experience the surprise and happiness 
created by the science and technology.

▍ Digital Charity
With the popularization of the digital age, GIGABYTE has 
also actively invested in the educational fields of digitally 
disadvantaged communities and ethnic groups, such as 
elders, foreign spouses, and children with rare diseases. 
We provide computer and mobile phone teaching classes 
and focus on topics based on the participants' interests, 
such as documents, cloud, multimedia, social software, 
and experience programs, so that every student can put 
what they have learned to good use.
Achievements in 2021: 36 sessions / 1,462 participants

▍ The Secret to Computers
GIGABYTE has opened the Nanping 
Plant in Taoyuan for schools to visit since 
2002. It is still the only motherboard 
manufacturing factory in Taiwan that 
opened the production lines to the public 
for visiting. The types of visitors include 
elementary school summer camps, high 
schools, vocational schools, universities 
and colleges, and also expands to 
foreign visitors for learning. The Secret of 
Computers has become one of the most 
solid approaches for industry-university 
exchanges and unofficial diplomacy!

Achievements in 2021: 4 sessions / 192 
participants

▍ G- Design Contest
The Great Design Contest has been held for 19 consecutive years. It has an outstanding team of 
industry experts, and the contest themes are always closely related to the trend. The contest is student-
oriented, providing handsome bonuses, and actively assists participants in patent applications. 
Therefore, it has become a well-known domestic science and technology creativity contest. 
In 2021, the theme for the Innovative Technology group was "Care & Connect". Due to COVID, people 
are separated because of distancing modes. Contestants were expected to design an innovative 
product that enables people to be re-connected. The theme for the Better Life group was "Ironkids". 
The declining birth rates led to children being wrapped in cotton wool, denying them the opportunity to 
deal with threats and solve problems on their own. Contestants were asked to create products that can 
cultivate children's creativity and problem-solving experience.

Results in 2021: 364 entries received

▍ Bring Technology to Campus & PC DIY
GIGABYTE not only opens the factory to students, but also 
actively enters the campus to provide with opportunities to 
learn about functions, composition, and operation of computer 
components, and through the DIY process to stimulate children's 
interest and impression of computer structure. We keep 
optimizing the teaching content, adding courses of Virtual Reality 
(VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) operations, and solar DIY to 
take root in campus technology quality.
Achievements in 2021: 133 sessions / 3,102 participants

▍ Computer Doctor
The resources on the earth are gradually used up. 
every citizen of the world must understand the concept 
of the circular economy. In 2019, Bestyield International 
opened the "Computer Doctor" course aiming at 
turning over the students' impression of "recycling" and 
understanding its value and importance.
Achievements in 2021: 1 sessions / 55 participants

▍ Fun Play with IoT Summer Camp
Recently, various applications of the IoT are 
booming. By opening the "gate" of IoT, the 
sensors, and integrating the designing thinking 
processes, the camp trains students to be able to 
discover and solve problems, and also provide an 
opportunity to practice their digital imagination.
Suspended in 2021 due to COVID-19

(For more information regarding the G-Design Contest 
and its prizewinner, please refer to Great Design 
Official Website; for more exciting content of science 
and technology education, please refer to GIGABYTE 
Education Foundation Official Website)

◆ 2021 Technology Education Formula City     

https://event.gigabyte.com/GDesign/
https://event.gigabyte.com/GDesign/
https://www.gigabyte.org.tw/
https://www.gigabyte.org.tw/
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6.2 Cultivation of Sustainability Thinking and Environmental Care
In 2017, GIGABYTE partnered with the Plant-for-the-Planet Foundation from Germany to 
launch the "Make Earth Green" project. 75,000 trees were planted in rehabilitated forest land 
in Mexico and 1,367 climate justice ambassadors were trained. As the project became more 
mature, GIGABYTE started thinking to bring the mission of tree-planting and climate education 
back to Taiwan in 2020. Thus we adopted local reforestized land and develop localized 
climate courses that combined with the sustainability education activities within the company 
and in the community. By doing so, we hope raise public awareness on sustainability, promote 
environmental care, and resist the impacts of climate change.

6.2.1 Deep Cultivation of Sustainability Thinking in Workplace

Communication and Cultivation of Sustainability Concepts
GIGABYTE publish "Sustainability e-Newsletter" on a monthly 
basis. It features a hand-picked selection of the most popular 
sustainability affairs at the time and offers prize quizzes. 
Employees were encouraged to support global environment 
theme days, or introduce GIGABYTE's sustainability policy and 
local/overseas sustainability trends in an entertaining manner. 
These encourage employees to think about sustainability topics 
and become willing to practice them in everyday work. News 
updates are also published on the GIGABYTE CSR website at 
different times to provide stakeholders interested in GIGABYTE 
with our latest sustainability information.

Responding to environmental theme days: 
Earth Day, World Water Day

Sustainable supply chain management:
New management formula of QCSD+ESG

5-Minute Trivia Corporate: 
Corporate 

Governance 3.0

Xindian Joint Waste- and Dollar-Free 
Flea Market
GIGABYTE began hosting a flea market at 
Headquarters at the end of each year in 
2019. In 2021, its scale expand to cover 
three themes, Circular Economy, Social 
Welfare, and Community Development, and 
invited external government, community 
and charity organizations to take part as 
well. The market in 2021 attracted more 
employee participation and donations. 
Around 80 residents also set up their own 
stalls/donated in kind. Nearly 2,000 people 
attended the event on the day. In addition 
to helping used goods find new owners 
instead of be thrown away, it also gave 
charity groups a chance to communicate 
their philosophy to the public. This was truly 
a meeting of goodness and goods!

Accomplishments in 2021

759
Number of 

donated items 

145
Number of

Donors

1,787.43 kg

of Avoided Waste 

643.47
kg-CO2e

Reduced/Avoided 
Carbon

Emissions
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6.2.2 Environmental Care Practice

Thousand-Mile Trek – Go Green Taiwan
"Follow our dream, protect our land, caring about all life" has always been the mission of 
GIGABYTE Go Green Club. In 2015, a group of nature lovers at GIGABYTE decided to venture 
beyond the office and launch the "Thousand Mile Trek  - Go Green Taiwan" round-island trek. 
As of the end of 2021, we have completed 32 trips and walked 999.04km. Participants include 
families of employees as well as retired employees. Since 2019. GIGABYTE has also invited 
university/college teachers and students to join in the trek to draw more public attention to the 
environment.

Cumulative hours of environmental service: 29,153 hours
Cumulative waste picked and removed: 12,326.05 kg

(For more activity information and benefits please refer to GIGABYTE CSR website)

The Ocean is Our Home 
Picking up every piece of marine trash by hand symbolizes the pure commitment that 
GIGABYTE has made to the shoreline. GIGABYTE formally launched "The Ocean is Our Home" 
project in 2021 based on years of experience in beach clean-ups. It represents our long-
term commitment to protecting the ocean. We applied to the competent authority to adopt the 
Shalun section of Dayuan's coastline on a yearly basis, and completed a coastal clean-up in 
2021 that removed 895.8 kg of marine trash.

GIGABYTE also supports the "Project Blue 1095" program which is initiated by the Business 
Today and aims to recycle and transform marine trash into the new citizen sandals. At the end 
of September 2021, a coastal clean-up was held at Dingliao Beach on the north coast that 
removed 905 kg of trash; in early November, a coastal clean-up at Shihmen in New Taipei City 
removed 435 kg of trash. The eco-footwear specialists at "Lab22" collected and converted 
these marine trash into the trendy citizen sandals. We hope that by giving new value to marine 
trash we can fulfill the ideals of the circular economy. Our passion for environmental service 
also reminds society to emphasize source reduction and return a clean homes for marine life. 

GIGABYTE G-Home Sustainability Eco-roof
"Sustainability" is rooted in humanity's peaceful coexistence, embrace and symbiosis with 
nature." The G-Home Sustainability Eco-roof was founded in 2013, of which the core concept 
includes three values: environment, employee, and life. That is, we sought to create an 
ecological oasis within the urban island where employees can connect with nature as well as 
promote ecological and lifestyle balance.

GIGABYTE gradually opened the rooftop for visit to employees' families, industry peers, 
government, education and other groups after its establishment. The roof was certified as an 
environmental education facility in 2017 and offered two courses related to circular economy 
and rooftop greening. The courses introduced visitors with corporate sustainability ideals and 
views. They can also take the knowledge back to their home or workplace and expand the 
influence.

People influenced: 3,317/Group visits: 425 organizations

https://csr.gigabyte.tw/en/thousand-mile-trek-go-green-taiwan-en/?doing_wp_cron=1662012230.2475790977478027343750



